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Introduction – OOC Works in 
Slovakia

* Memorandum implemented by an amendment
of the Copyright Act of 2014

* The Copyright Act was amended again
on 25 March 2022

* End of June 2022 - collective licensing agreement



History of OOC Works in SNL  

from past to nowadays

* Since 2014 - registered OOC Works via Excel list

* Identification records via the use of the national
MARC field 958

* In June 2021 begun bulk uploading to the portal



History of OOC Works in SNL  

from past to nowadays

*Batches before exporting with using the SQL language



Bulk uploading to the portal

- step by step 

*Incorrect metadata of document

* Checked and corrected metadata before uploading



Bulk uploading to the portal

- step by step 

*Small batch standard import newspaper

* Data batch has its own item number, document
type designation and year of issue



Nowadays

* The collective licensing agreement 

* Uploading issues of newspapers and 
magazines (2003-2020)



Current status of objects on 
the portal

* Around 900 000 records
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Current status of objects on 
the portal



Strategy of Digitization of
OOC Works 

* Mass digitization in the past

* Nowadays preferentially digitized OCC Works
chosen from the most borrowed works



Future plans

* Uploading newspapers and magazines (1900-1930)

* Uploading books (1980-2010)

* Uploading books (1920-1940)

* Postcards



Digital Library SNL

* www.onk.snk.sk

*Small batch standard import newspaper

http://www.onk.snk.sk/


Digital Library SNL

* Wiew of books



Digital Library SNL

* Newspapers and magazines to the portal

* Articles and the article of newspaper 
or magazine 

* Books



Tips of uploading 

* Newspapers and magazines that have
unique title

* Articles from excerpted and digitized 
newspapers and magazines

* Books gradually from lesser-known 
to more known ones



It is hard work but never give up 
because result will be amazing

☺



Thanks for your attention

* Contact: radoslav.maslik@snk.sk



Out of Commerce in Slovakia: experience with uploading metadata to portal EUIPO 
by Radoslav Maslík, Slovak National Library

1 Slide Introduction - Out of Commerce in Slovakia

Development of new technologies offers digital copies and their uncontrolled distribution. Digital
technologies are a problem especially for authors who do not have an overview of the distribution
of their works, but they also suffer some financial damage.

The  Slovak  Republic is  one  of  the  first  countries  which implemented  Memorandum of
Understanding of 20th September 2011, which set out the key principles for digitizing and making
available works not available on the market,  by an amendment  of the Copyright Act of 2014.
Discussions about how to put the letter of the Copyright Act into practice are currently ongoing in
Europe. -In Slovakia The Copyright Act was amended again on 25 March 2022, when elements
of  EU  Directive  no.  2019/790  were  implemented. Intensive  negotiations  between  LITA
(Organisation of representation of authors of Slovakia) and SNL will be finish at next several days
(at the end of June 2022). The result of these negotiations is the conclusion of a collective licensing
agreement, which allows the availability of commercially unavailable works  on the portal of the
Slovak Digital Library (onk.snk.sk). (Next please)

2 History of Out of Commerce in SNL  from past to nowadays 

From 2014 to 2020 we have registered  the Out of Commerce  Works in SNL via Excel list.
Since  2020 digitized  works  that  belong  to  this  issue  have  been  identified  in  a  bibliographic
records via the use of the national MARC field 958, where each work is marked  by "OND"
(„OND“ means Out of Commerce Work). This process for newspapers and magazines  performed
automatically on the basis of established criteria by using the SQL programming language. Articles
which were excerpted from digitized newspapers and magazines also received designation „OND“
in MARC field 958.  This process for books was done mainly manually work by work, but partly
automatically. The other types of works (e. g. postcards or maps) will be identified via the national
MARC field 958 too. This process is still in progress and will continue into the future. 

After initial testing of the portal in June 2021 and familiarity with the format  which is used for
the bulk uploading, SNL begun bulk uploading of metadata. (Next please)

We exported works from the library information system which were marked "OND" by using the
SQL programming language in our librarian system of Out of Commerce Works (OPAC list OOC).
Since 2021 we have exported metadata from our OPAC list  OOC to the EUIPO portal.  (Next
please)



3 The process of bulk uploading of metadata to the portal - step by step

The metadata was thoroughly checked and corrected before their uploading to the portal. We 
had a high error rate in the metadata regarding the title of the documents, the designation of a part 
of the documents, the language of the documents, the publishing data, the country of publication or 
the original language of documents. (Next please)

We proceeded according to the individual years (when the works were published) and the type of
document (books, issues of newspapers and magazines, articles from newspapers and magazines).
We  manually  divided  these  large  batches  into  smaller  batches  with  900  up  to  1000
bibliographic records. Nowadays we upload testing batch of postcards.

Each data batch has its own item number, own document type designation and year of issue.

Then we gradually uploaded these packages prepared in this way to the portal. (Next please)

4 Nowadays

- The collective licensing agreement will / was signed in June 2022.



We are  currently   -  uploading issues  of  newspapers  and magazines  from 2003-2020.  (Next
please)

Current status of objects on the portal is around 900 000 records as you can see on the screen.
(Next please)

310 000 issues of individual newspapers and magazines from period 1935-2002

560 000 articles excerpted from newspapers and magazines from period 1945-2014
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30 000 Books from period 1950-1980. (Next please)

5 Strategy of Digitization Of OOC Works

In The Slovak National Library was process of mass digitization of non-circulation collection in 
the past.  Consequently we set which works were OOC Works. Nowadays we choose the most 
borrowed works and then set which works are OOC and then this choise is digitized in preference 
to Copyrights free works and comercialy avaiable works. (Next please)

6 Future plans

We also plan to upload issues of newspapers and magazines from 1900-1930, books from 1980-
2010 and  1920-1940 and  postcards.  In total,  we should upload about  1  million digital  Out  of
Commerce Works to the portal. (Next please)

After  implementation  of  results  of  licence  agreement  (uploading  using  of  works  to  the  portal
EUIPO) Slovak Literary Cultural Heritage, eg. books, magazines, articles and postcards that are
commercially unavailable will be available via the portal  www.  onk.snk.sk   by streaming without
possibility of saving and downloading data after registration. We plan to launch this portal during
2023 as you can see on the screens. (Next please) 

7 Digital Library SNL

   www.  onk.snk.sk  

https://onk.snk.sk/
https://onk.snk.sk/
https://onk.snk.sk/
https://onk.snk.sk/


8 Experiences of uploadings

During uploading newspapers and magazines to the portal, we found out that the unique name of
the periodical in the format of the name of the magazine, volume and number (e.g. International
ExPress. Vol. 12, no. 30) allows errorless uploading of this data to the portal.

When we upload articles  and the  article  of  newspaper  or  magazine has  the  same title  and the
designation of a part of the article (part 1 or part 2) or finishing an article from the previous issue is
missing, then error rate arises.



The biggest problems occur when uploading books and the work has the same tittle, author's name,
year of publication, because the portal lacks an identification of the book's edition (e.g. 1st edition,
1st extended edition, 2nd edition). (Next please)

9 Tips of uploading

Finally, I enclose tips regarding uploading to the portal

We recommend:

1.  Start  with  newspapers  and  magazines  that  have  unique  title in  the  format:  Title  of  the
periodical, volume, number

2.  Continue with  articles from newspapers and magazines if  you have them  excerpted and
digitized from newspapers and magazines

3. Identify books gradually from lesser-known works from older periods to more known ones.
Although this process is challenging and  it must be done in collaboration with publishers,  who
make edition plans on next years (Next please)

4. It is hard work but never give up – result will be amazing☺


